
The crate placeable - Exporting and testing in Game

In this tutorial I'll explain, how to export and test the crate we created in previous tutorial. I'll 
describe the process for  Neverblender 1.29 (and update it for future versions if necessary).

First step – adding dummies.

Dummies are objects invisible in render and in game. Some are needed to signal the game engine 
that a model is placeable, tile, or item, others – to tell the game where to put light-source, restrict 
player's movement (pwk) or help to animate a placeable.

Open your file with the crate. For successful export we need 3DCursor to be exactly at the center. 
Chances are, that it got misplaced, like in example on picture below. To fix it, press “Space”. A 
menu appears.   Write beginning of the word (curso) and select "Snap Cursor to Center”.

Next we will add Empty and set it as placeable dummy for Aurora. You should be in Object Mode 
to do this. Click „Add” then select Empty, Plain Axes

Now we can set Empty as our “dummy”.  To 



do this in Neverblender 1.29:

Only the Aurora Mdl dummy needs to be named. Here I
named it just crate.

Now we will set this dummy as the parent. Right-click your crate to select it. 

You can export your placeable now, or you can add a pwk to it. Pwk is needed when you want your 
placeable to be “solid” in game (player can't pass through it).  So you can have placeables like 
carpets, ceilings, wall hangings, that don't use pwk. 



In others, though…...

….. it is better to have pwk.

The crate without pwk.

So, let's add one. In Neverblender pwk consists of  dummy and plane. Add an empty like before, 
only this time in Type select “PWK Rootdummy”. You don't have to name it, but it'll be easier to 
find, if you do. I named mine “crate_pwk”. For its “parent”, select your Mdl dummy, this same 
you've selected before (crate – in my example). Next, switch to “Top” view (press 7 numpad or 
select it from View menu). Add a plane (like it was done in previous tutorial, quick reminder: at the 
lower part of window: Add=>Mesh=>Plane). 

Now it's time to define size of our pwk. It should be slightly bigger than our placeable. 
Switch to “Edit Mode” (press “Tab” or select it from Menu). Press “s” then  “y” and drag your 
mouse to scale it on Y Axis, next (if needed) “s” then “x” and drag your mouse to scale it on X 
Axis.
You should have something like this:



Switch back to “Object Mode”.  In “Relations” panel this time select your pwk dummy as a parent. 
In my case it is “crate_pwk”. In Aurora Mesh Properties uncheck “Render” and “Shadow”

Side-note: All in the family. Parent-Child relations in Blender.
Fortunately, opposite to RL, parent-child relation is pretty straightforward. Parent tells its child (or 
children, what to do. So, when parent moves, children have to move with it. Children don't get to 
move parent. Children of this same parent are called, surprisingly, siblings. Children can be parents
to their own children and order them. The “grandparent” (still called “parent”, which can be 
misleading) will rule both children and children's children. In this tutorial the “grandparent” is 
“crate”, it's children are “crate_pwk” and textured mesh box. “crate_pwk” is parent to our plane.

Second step - export
Time to export. Press “a” to select all. Don't worry, it won't export camera or lamp, even if they are 
selected. Go to File=>Export=>Aurora (.mdl)



The default name of your model will be this same as your Blender file. In order to quickly play-test 
the placeable in game, we will change it to plc_a01.mdl.  When you finish export, you should have 
2 files:  plc_a01.mdl and  plc_a01.pwk. Put  them in game Override folder with its pwk texture. It 
will replace standard armoire placeable. Go ahead and test it.

 

This placeable should be used as “static” - a decoration. To make it more interactive, we will add 
some open/close animations in next tutorial.

Below, I've added instructions, how to create a hakpak. You can skip that, if you're already familiar 
with creating hak.



Creating your own hak

If your placeable is working correctly, you can remove it from Override and put in hak. For a hak 
you  will need to export your model under a name different than plc_a01.mdl, for example, 
metal_crate.mdl. Also, you will need most recent placeables.2da. It is simple listing of all the 
placeables used, and can be opened and modified in every text editor, even Notepad. You can get it 
right from NWN, using NWN explorer. 
When you run Explorer, go here:

Scroll down to placeables.2da, then right-click. Choose “Export” and export to place you can find 
it:



Open placeables.2da in text editor, copy last not empty line, and give it next number. Change the 
name and name of model to your own (without ”.mdl”)
Example: if last line was

846        GygaxStatue                 5734     PLC_S10             ****         ****           ****           ****           17             1            0         ****      dlag__ref01  1

Your line pasted below that, should read:

847        MetalCrate                 ****     metal_crate             ****         ****           ****           ****           ****             1            0         ****      ****  1

You should have now 4 files: your model and its pwk (in example metal_crate.mdl and 
metal_crate.pwk), texture in dds or tga format, and placeables.2da. 
Open your nwhak util (bundled with game NeverwinterNights=>NWN=>utils). Drag&drop files 
into it, name it and save.

Drag&drop your files here:

It will work now like any other hak file – add it to your module, create new placeable and choose its
appearance as MetalCrate.


